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 Friday September 23rd will see the opening of Brass – An exhibition of new work by 
American artist Matt Town (Born Sarasota, FL 1989). Town’s work takes on highly structural 
forms whose aesthetic is reached through research. Brass is the fundamental material found 
in all shotgun cartridges and bullet casings. 
 

Brass is the culmination of Town’s visits to 13 target sites on Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) lands in the USA. The work looks into the renegade shooting ranges that 
pepper the desert of Southern California and the South-West United States. The pieces in 
Brass use documentation in three structural forms: Video Assembly, Cartographic Evidence, 
and the Amassing of Artefacts. The gallery is divided into two sections: a cinema (dark room) 
and a light space (the white cube). Town began working on Brass after a visit in 2017 to the 
site of Michael Heizer’s land artwork Double Negative (1969).  
 

“I was on the Morman mesa, nearing the sculpture, the first thing I saw was 
an AR-15 assault rifle on a tripod set up on the open tail gate of a white F150 
with a stool next to it and no one in site, this unmanned death machine at 
attention pointed at us, it was terrifying” 

 
Since the beginning of 2022 and up until the time of writing there have been at least 

314 Mass shootings in the United States: A figure that surpasses reason. Gun legislation and 
the social and political constructs that accompanies it cannot help but sew contemporary 
American identity.  
  
 The video: Brass is a 30-minute sequential assembly of the visual experience of 
attending 13 of these unregulated shooting ranges between 2017 and 2020. Town allows 
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the algorithmic qualities of the computer to construct the sequence. Relinquishing editing to 
the computer produces a sociopathic aura to the edit. Whereas in traditional film editing you 
would linger on certain shots to allow the narrative to breathe, the algorithmic structure 
ruthlessly ignores these moments. What ensues is part slideshow, part moving image; 
unfolding the desolate wastelands of contemporary American society. A nether space where 
both some of great works of land art and the remnants of archaeological digs have been 
allowed to survive. This hinterland is beautifully eerie, a place where society exists in a state 
of nature, unobserved. 
 
 These shooting ranges are naturally drawn to the archaeological dig sites, their 
accommodation of basic toilet facilities and roads provide a second use to the shooters after 
the dig. When visiting these sites Town collected discarded shells, archaeological proof of 
these firing ranges, the sheer number and ubiquity of shells and casings provides a physical 
statistic of the scale of what is going on: unregulated.  
 

Through the gathering and accounting of these shells Town produces discreet 
sculptural works: Shell Middens. The title coming from the piles of shells that denote places 
of communal gathering and eating by the indigenous peoples in Town’s home state of 
Florida. The Shell Middens are encased in bulletproof plexiglass, echoing the constant 
defence that local businesses: liquor stores, gas stations & vape stops need. This protection 
is a requirement to survive the heavily armed American. There are two categories. 1 set 
comprises 9mm and .22  rifle and pistol rounds, re-pieced together in the same grid format 
they were sold in, their forms bare the harsh life they held on the desert floor. The second 
set of Shell Middens references the adornment of 12-gauge shotgun shells as holiday 
decoration: As Christmas lights, wreaths, festooning Tiki bars. This habit promotes the shells 
socially as being something of comfort, adjoining celebration of life and family. 

 
Spots is the third manifestation of Town’s research. A gas station bought, fold-out 

map is marked with pins, with literal pinpoint accuracy to the geographical coordinates of 
these shooting range sites. The pins provide a different fidelity to the rudimentary detail of 
the map, dual realities that together seem to reflect the constant conflict and paradox of 
American society and its addiction to guns. 

 
Town has an ability to allow circumstance to dictate aesthetic. This approach makes 

for the works to hold evidence, facts. Brass succeeds in portraying the gruesome 
undertone/antithesis of the American dream – The American Nightmare.  

 
Matt Town received a BA in Film & Media Studies from the University of Florida in 

2013 and an MFA in Art from California Institute of the Arts in 2017 and is represented by 
Microscope Gallery, New York. Town’s ever evolving work with moving image, photography, 
painting, installation and sculpture is primarily concerned with a sense of community and 
one’s role within it. 

 
Founded in 2021 The Horse is a contemporary art space in Dublin 1 that seeks to 

provide a platform for emerging, experimental and underrepresented art practitioners. For 
more information, please email Matthew at mw@thehorsedublin.xyz 


